
Sample Worksheets for CYLET

Look and read, choose the correct words and write them on the lines        2

Read the text and choose the best answer        6

Read the story, choose a word from the box, and write the correct word      11

Read the text, choose the right words and write them on the lines      15

Look at the pictures, read the story and complete the story with 1, 2 or 3 words      21

Reading and Writing

A1 Movers
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Worksheet M3R8: 24

1. Look. Read. Write letters.

2. Look. Read. Write the words on the lines.

3. Read and check.

A. You can have a bath in this room.  
B. You can go up and down on these.  
C. You can go up and down in this.  
D. It’s a room under a house.  
E. You can sleep in this room.  
F. You can make food in this room.  

bathroom
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         kitchen
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Worksheet M4R8: 32

1. Look. Read. Write numbers under the pictures.

2. Read and check.

1. Kim wakes up at eight o’clock, gets up and makes her bed.
2. She eats an egg and bread and drinks orange juice.
3. She cleans her teeth and washes her face and hands.
4. She goes to school. She doesn’t catch a bus.
5. She sometimes plays badminton at school.
6. She always reads a book at school.
7. She goes home and then she plays in the park.
8. She goes out with her dog.
9. She cleans her bedroom.
10. She sometimes paints a picture.
11. She always has a bath.
12. She goes to bed at eight o’clock.

Kim’s day
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Worksheet M7R7: 55

2. Read and check.

1. Look. Read. Write words from the box in the spaces.

A. The cat is not   .

B. The chicken is   .

C. The dog is   .

D. The giraffe is   .

E. The lion is   .

F. The monkey is   .

G. The snake is   .

H. The young birds are   .

well

dirty    hot     hungry     long     loud     strong     thirsty     tired     well 

loud

dirty

thirsty

tired

hot

long

hungry
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Worksheet M11R2: 91

1. Look. Read. Write words from the box in the spaces.

boring     busy     careful     difficult 
easy     exciting     lovely     quick

2. Read and check.

A. The boy who has got brown curly hair and glasses is very 

  .

B. The boy with the red hat is  but he’s very  .

C. The girl who is sitting at a desk hasn’t got a book or a game.  

 It’s  .

D. The numbers are  for the girl who has got a blue  

 and pink dress.

E. The numbers are  for the boy who has got red hair.

F. The playground is  for the boy with straight brown hair.  

 He’s having a  day.

boring

busy

careful

lovely

difficult

easy

exciting

quick
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Worksheet M4R3: 27

1. Read. Tick (✔) the best answer.

A. Kim: Do you get up at 7.00 on school days?
 Daisy: Yes, I do.
  Yes, I have.
  Yes, it is.

B: Kim: What do you have to eat?
 Daisy: Orange juice.
  I have a shower.
  Two eggs with bread.

C. Kim: How do you get to school?
 Daisy: I catch a ball.
  I catch a bus.
  I don’t.

D. Kim: I catch a train.
 Daisy: Do you?
  Have you?
  Can you?

E. Kim: How many children catch your school bus?
 Daisy: Yes, they do.
  About 40.
  Every day.

F. Kim: I do my homework on my way home.
 Daisy: So do I.
  I have homework.
  Mine, too.

2. Read and check.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Worksheet M5R4: 36

1. Read. Tick (✔) the best answer.

A. Jack: Is this our train? 
 Sally: No, it’s yours. 
  No, it isn’t. 
  No, it’s this. 

B: Jack: What time is ours? 
 Sally: It’s ten o’clock. 
  It’s today. 
  It’s Monday. 

C. Jack: I like going on trains. 
 Sally: Mine, too. 
  So do I. 
  I like it. 

D. Jack: What can we do in the town? 
 Sally: Yes, you can. 
  We can go to the cinema. 
  Not today. 

E. Jack: Where’s the cinema? 
 Sally: It’s opposite the park. 
  It’s under the park. 
  It’s in the swimming pool. 

F. Jack: Can we get some food at the cinema? 
 Sally: OK. 
  They have got orange juice. 
  The food is good.

2. Read and check.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Worksheet M9R4: 68

1. Read. Tick (✔) the best answer.

A. Mick: What’s the weather like in your town?
 Andy: It’s like hot.
  It’s hot.
  It isn’t.

B: Mick: I’m at the park.
 Andy: Me, too.
  So do I.
  I am.

C. Mick: Is it raining?
 Andy: No, it doesn’t.
  No, it isn’t.
  No, not.

D. Mick: What are you doing?
 Andy: I play football.
  We play football.
  I’m playing football.

E. Mick: Does it snow in your town?
 Andy: Sometimes.
  On Sunday.
  Always.

F. Mick: Do you like snow?
 Andy: Yes, I like snowing.
  Yes, I like.
  Yes, I do.

2. Read and check.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Worksheet M10R4: 85

1. Read. Tick (✔) the best answer.

A. Jane: What do you want to be? 
 Sam: I don’t. 
  I don’t know. 
  I want to.

B: Jane: Would you like to work with animals? 
 Sam: They are my pets. 
  No. I want to be a doctor. 
  I like working.

C. Jane: I want to work in a big city. 
 Sam: I don’t want. 
  I do, too. 
  So I want.

D. Jane: Cities are better than the countryside. 
 Sam: Yes, it is. 
  Yes, there are. 
  Yes, they are.

E. Jane: You can get good jobs there. 
 Sam: Yes, that’s it. 
  Yes, you can. 
  Yes, you can get.

F. Jane: My parents like living in the countryside. 
 Sam: So do mine. 
  So like me. 
  So are mine.

2. Read and check.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Worksheet M18R3: 148

1. Read. Tick (✔) the best answer.

A. Sally: Are you eating pasta?
 Paul: Yes, it is.
  Yes, I am.
  Yes, you are.

B: Sally: Do you like pasta?
 Paul: I love it.
  I like.
  I do like.

C. Sally: I’ve got a salad.
 Paul: I got it.
  I haven’t got one.
  I like salad, too.

D. Sally: Who made the pasta for you?
 Paul: At lunchtime.
  My father.
  I didn’t make it.

E. Sally: Can I have some of your pasta?
 Paul: Yes, you are.
  Yes, it’s yours.
  Yes. Take some.

F. Sally: Do you want some of my salad?
 Paul: Thank you. I don’t like vegetables.
  No, thanks. I only want this pasta.
  No, thanks. I don’t want them.

2. Read and check.

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔

✔
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Worksheet M8R3: 59

1. Read. Write a word from the box in each space.

 animals     brown     climb     elephants     food
hair     hot     legs     lizards     swimming     tail

2. Read and check.

Lions are big  .

They have got four  and a long  .  

Their bodies are orange or  . Some lions have got 

long, brown  .

Their  is animals. They eat large animals like hippos 

and baby  . They eat small animals, too, like mice, 

birds and  .

They live in  places. Lions can  trees.  

They can swim but they don’t like  .

animals

Lions

legs

brown

hair

food

elephants

lizards

hot climb

swimming

tail
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Worksheet MR3R2: 78

1. Look. Read. Write a word from the box in each space.

brother     dress     field     forest     grandmother     grass 
headache     juice     oranges     parents     picnic     quiet

2. Read and check.

I’m having a  with my family. My  are here, 

and my . I’m wearing a beautiful red . 

My  wanted to come with us but she is not well today. 

She has got a bad . 

We’ve got lots of food, like apples and  so we aren’t 

hungry. We’ve got drinks, too – lemonade and orange  so 

we aren’t thirsty. 

We are in a beautiful  next to a river. It’s very  

here. We can only hear some birds in the trees. We’re sitting on a mat 

on the . We can see cows in a . 

picnic parents

grandmother

headache

oranges

juice

forest

grass

quiet

field

brother dress
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Worksheet M17R3: 140

1. Read. Write a word from the box in each space.

birds     cold     eggs     feet     fish     fly     ice
longer     plants     tails     well     year     yellow

Penguins live on the ice in very   places.   They have black 

backs and heads and white fronts.   Their mouths are yellow and 

their necks are   , too.   They have short   .   They 

have two wings, like   ,  but they can’t   . 

Penguins can swim very   .  They go under the water and 

eat small   .  They don’t eat plants because there aren’t any 

  in the places where they live.

Penguins come from   .   Mother penguins make one or 

two eggs each   .   Father penguins put the eggs on their 

  to stop them getting cold on the   .

Some penguins live for about six years.  Some penguins live  

 .

2. Read and check.

Penguins

cold

yellow

birds

fish

plants

year

feet

eggs

ice

longer

fly

well

tails
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Worksheet MR6R2: 157

1. Read. Write a word from the box in each space.

are     chose     did     gave     give     got     had     has
have     help     take     took     was     went     were

Our hospital    a lot of beds for people who are ill.   There 

  doctors for eyes, ears and noses, and doctors for stomach 

ache and backache.   We    dentists for teeth, too.   We have 

got a lot of nurses who    the people in the hospital.   They 

  them medicine and    their temperatures.

I    to go to hospital last year.   The doctor   very 

good.   He    lots of tests and he    medicine for me. 

I was in the hospital for one week and the nurses    lovely. 

They    my temperature every day and they    me 

the medicine.   I    better and I    home.

2. Read and check.

has

are

give take

was

chosedid

took

got went

gave

were

help

have

had
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Worksheet M4R4: 28

1. Read. Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

2. Read and check.

1.  People live in houses and flats 

  cities, towns and villages. in on at

2.  Flats are rooms in big houses. 

 Many flats have balconies. 

 People like  out on balconies. go going goes

3. Many houses have stairs. You can 

  upstairs and downstairs. go going goes

4. Some houses have lifts. They are small

 rooms  go up and down. when what which

5. Some houses have basements. A

 basement is a room  a house.   under    above in

Houses and flats

in

going

which

go

under
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Worksheet M6R6: 46

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

The Animal Hospital

1. We work in the Animal Hospital. 

 We love  with animals. work working works

2. We have pets and farm animals 

  wild animals. and or but

3. People bring them in   what where when 

 they are not well.

4. A dog has a cough or a cat has 

  cold. a an the

5. A cow has a stomach-ache  

  a horse has a bad back. and or but

6. We are sad  see them,  to for in 

 but we can  help them. not sometimes never

working

a

or

to

sometimes

and

when
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Worksheet M10R5: 86

2. Read and check.

1. Some people like   live living lives 
 in a big city. 

2. You can  lots of  do have make 
 things in a city.

3. There are cinemas   or but and 
 sports centres.

4. There are streets   which where what 
 have lots of shops.

5. You can get  good an a the 
 job in a city.

6. But cities are  loud. much very many

7. The countryside is a lot  . quiet quietly quieter

8. You can see fields   with and of 
 cows and sheep.

9.  are forests with There Their They’re 
 lots of birds.

10. Do you  to live in like love want 
 a city or the countryside?

1. Read. Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

City … or countryside?

living

do

and

which

with

a

There

very

want

quieter
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Worksheet M12R4: 101

2. Read and check.

1. Read. Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

1. There are many sports   which what where 
 you can do in water. 

2. You can go to a river or a lake.  
 You can go to the sea,  . and too then

3. You  sail in a boat and  must do can 
 jump into the water.

4. You can swim in the water,  
  sometimes it’s very cold. but or and

5. You can go  the water  behind above under 
 and look at the beautiful fish.

6. A swimming pool is a place  
  you can swim in a where what which 
 town or city. 

7. You  jump into the must mustn’t don’t 
 water in a swimming pool.

8. Some people go fishing but some 
 people don’t like   fish. catch catches catching

which

too

can

but

under

where

mustn’t

catching
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Worksheet M15R4: 125

2. Read and check.

1. Read.  Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

1. The teachers of Green School  
 sometimes take    his her their 
 children on trips.

2. Last week, the children    of for to 
 Class 5 went on a school trip.

3. Their teacher took    they their them 
 to Water World.

4. It is a zoo for animals    which what who 
 live in the sea.

5. The children saw sharks    and but or 
 dolphins.

6. There weren’t any whales    so that because 
 they are very big. 

7. Whales are    than sharks. big bigger more big

8. The teacher told the children 
    the animals who where when 
 come from. 

9. The children    the trip. love loves loved

10. They liked    all the see sees seeing 
 beautiful fish.

The school trip

their

of

them

which

and

because

bigger

where

loved

seeing
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Worksheet M18R7: 152

2. Read and check.

1.  Read.  Choose the right words and write them on the lines.

My birthday party

1. It was my birthday last   . time day week

2. I was eleven years   . old age aged

3. I had the    birthday party good better best 
 of all.

4. A lot of my friends    come coming came 
 to my house.

5. The weather was beautiful so we  
    play in the garden.  can could did

6. After playing, we went    into inside behind 
 and had lots of food.

7. I had three plates    pasta  of from with 
 which my mother made.

8. Then I    two bowls of  eat have had 
 chocolate ice cream.

9. Then I felt ill,    I sat on  because so when 
 the sofa in the living room.

10. When I felt   ,  we played  bad worse better 
 again and then my friends went home.

week

old

best

came

could

inside

of

had

so

better
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Worksheet M4R6: 30

1. Look. Read. Write one word in each space.

2. Read and check.

sport

Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat Sun

10.00

11.00

12.00

1.00

The Sports Centre

We go to the Sports Centre one day every week. We go from the 

school with our sports teacher. We always play a  , then we 

have a  then we have some  .

We sometimes go on Monday at ten o’clock. We play  from 

ten to eleven and then we play  tennis.

We sometimes go on Tuesday at  o’clock. We play basketball.

Sometimes on Wednesday at eleven  we play tennis.

Sometimes on Thursday at twelve o’clock we play  .

We sometimes go on Friday at eleven o’clock. We play  

from eleven to twelve and then we play  .

On Mondays, I always have a  . On Tuesdays and Thursdays,  

I have fish. On Wednesdays, I have three  . On Fridays,  

I have an  .

I  go to the sports centre on Saturday or Sunday.

shower and food
football

table

twelve

o’clock

baseball

burger

sausages
egg

never

hockey
badminton
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Worksheet M5R6: 38

1. Read. Look. Write the names of the places.

2. Read and check.

Train 
Station

Bus 
Station

There are lots of things to do in White Street.

You can catch a bus from the bus station. It’s opposite the train station. 

You can get food from the supermarket. It’s next to the bus station. 
There’s a cinema in White Street. It’s next to the supermarket. 

Then there’s the library, so the cinema is between the supermarket and 
the library. 

There’s a market in front of the supermarket, the cinema and the library.

Opposite the supermarket and the cinema, there’s a park. 

Next to the park, there’s a sports centre. 

Then there’s a café, a bank and a toy shop. We’ve got a big hospital 

opposite the café, bank and toy shop.

White Street

Supermarket

Park

Market

Cinema

Sports 
Centre

Library

Café

Hospital

Bank
Toy 

Shop
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Worksheet M9R8: 72

3. Read and check.

1. Read. Look. Write words from the sentences on the drawing.

2. Read. Draw the weather on the drawing.

This is my country. There are big mountains. They are called The Black 
Mountains. There is a lake in front of the mountains. It is the White 
Lake. The village next to the mountains is called Smallville. My country 
has a beautiful beach. It is Yellow Beach. The beach is on the Blue Sea. 
The town behind the beach is Marytown. The Green Forest is between 
Marytown and Smallville.

It is snowing in the mountains. 
It is sunny at the beach. 
There are clouds above Green Forest. 
It is raining at Smallville.

White Lake

Blue Sea

Black Mountains

Smallville

Green Forest

Marytown

Yellow Beach
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Worksheet M13R2: 107

2. Read and check.

1. Look. Read. Number the pictures to tell the story.

1. Last week, Julia caught a cold from a boy in her class.

2. She went home. She was very tired.

3. She got into bed. Her mother took her temperature. It was bad.

4.  The next day, Julia’s mother took her to the hospital.  
The doctor did some tests. Then she gave Julia’s mother  
some medicine.

5. Julia’s mother took her home. She gave Julia the medicine.

6. Julia was ill for two days.

7. Julia woke up. She wasn’t ill. She didn’t have a temperature.

8. Julia ran to school. She wasn’t tired.

F.

A.

D.

G.

B.

E.

H.

C.

1

2

7

6

4

8

3

5
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Worksheet M15R3: 124

1. Read. Write the correct form

3. Read and check.

2.  Read. Write words from above.

A.  The children  a party at the school on Wednesday. 

They   cake and  lemonade and juice. 

After the food and drink, they  songs. Then they 

 home.

B.  The children’s teacher  them to a zoo on Thursday. 

She  the school bus. They  lots of wild 

animals. On Friday, the teacher  them some paper 

and they  about their favourite animal. 

A. catched 

B. comed 

C. drinked 

D. drived 

E. eated 

F. flyed 

G. gived 

H. goed 

I. haved 

J. maked 

K. rided 

L. runned 

M.  seed 

N. singed 

O. swimmed 

P. taked 

Q. teached 

R. writed 

caught

came

drank

drove

ate

flew

gave

went

had

made

rode

ran

saw

sang

swam

took

taught

wrote

had

took

sang

gave

ate

drove

drank

saw

songs

wrote
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Worksheet M17R6: 144

1. Read the start of a sentence. Find the end. Draw lines. 

A. Our teacher took us to the 
 zoo last week because

B. First we saw the big cats like

C. Then we went to the cold 
 part where

D. Our teacher told us 
 about each animals so

E. She said that whales are

F. Whales live in the sea but

G. Bats are not birds but

H. Penguins are birds but

I. Crocodiles can live on land or

J. The school trip to the zoo  
 was the best one so

I learnt a lot.

I want to go again 
with my parents.

in water.

lions and tigers.

the biggest animals in 
the world.

they aren’t fish.

they can fly.

they can’t fly.

we are learning about 
wild animals.

we saw polar bears 
and penguins.

2. Read and check.
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Worksheet MR7R2: 159

1. Read. Write a phrase from the box in each space.

My school has got a lot  .  There is a whiteboard 

 .   Our teachers sometimes send films from 

their laptops  .   It’s really exciting!

We’ve got a computer room  .   We learn 

to do things   ,  like making robots walk or sit.

All the children   have got a mobile phone 

but we mustn’t use our phones  .   We must 

give them  and we get them back at the end 

 .

I sometimes do my homework on my computer  . 

Then I send it    to my teacher. It’s better than 

writing it   .

2. Read and check.

by email
in every classroom
in my bedroom
in my class
in the classroom
of technology

of the day
on the computers
to the teachers
to the whiteboard
with 20 desktop computers
with a pen

of  technology

on the computers

to the teachers

by email 

in my bedroom

of the day

with a pen

in every classroom

in my class 

to the whiteboard

in the classroom

with 20 desktop computers


